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Abstract
Here we report a prospective life-cycle net energy assessment of a hypothetical large-scale
photoelectrochemical (PEC) hydrogen production facility with energy output equivalent to 1 GW
continuous annual average (1 GW HHV = 610 metric tons of H2 per day). We determine essential mass
and energy flows based on fundamental principles, and use heuristic methods to conduct a preliminary
engineering design of the facility. We then develop and apply a parametric model describing system-wide
energy flows associated with the production, utilization, and decommissioning of the facility. Based on
these flows, we calculate and interpret life-cycle net energy metrics for the facility. We find that under
base-case conditions the energy payback time is 8.1 years, the energy return on energy invested (EROEI)
is 1.7, and the life-cycle primary energy balance over the 40-year projected service life of the facility is
+500 PJ. The most important model parameters affecting the net energy metrics are the solar-to-hydrogen
(STH) conversion efficiency and the life span of the PEC cells; parameters associated with the balance of
systems (BOS), including construction and operation of the liquid and gas handling infrastructure, play a
much smaller role.

1. Introduction
To reduce dependence on fossil fuels and achieve substantial greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
reductions, humans must harness renewable energy.1 Wind turbines, biofuels and photovoltaic (PV)
panels are, at a fundamental level, mechanisms for converting the sun’s energy into useful power. For
example, PV panels convert solar energy to electricity at efficiencies ranging from below 10% to over
20%, with new solar cells achieving above 40% conversion efficiency under laboratory conditions.2
Because these renewable energy sources are inherently intermittent over diurnal and annual cycles and are
not necessarily aligned with patterns of human energy demand, great value is placed on renewable energy
technologies capable of providing forms of energy that are easily stored. Large-scale electricity storage
remains costly, with energy losses of 20-30% for pumped hydro or compressed air storage.3 Biofuel crops
can be used to produce a variety of fuels but convert solar energy to biomass at efficiencies below 1%, not
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including the energy used during harvest, transportation, and conversion.4 Despite the relatively low
conversion efficiency of bioenergy, it remains a competitive technology because liquid biofuels are
energy-dense and, unlike electricity, easily stored.5
The goal of current photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting technology is to directly convert solar
radiation to a storable fuel – hydrogen – at solar energy conversion efficiencies many times greater than
natural photosynthesis.6 More advanced PEC cells may eventually be capable of reducing CO2, which
would provide a route to hydrocarbon synfuel production.7 PEC water splitting involves the use of
semiconductor absorbers in combination with catalysts to generate H2, as well as O2 as a by-product,
using sunlight and water as inputs.8 Here, we consider systems that operate spontaneously, without the
need for external electrical bias. Laboratory demonstrations have achieved solar-to-hydrogen (STH)
efficiencies in the 5-18% range, 9-15 and ongoing research aims to improve performance, increase lifetime
and reduce cost to allow eventual large-scale implementation.16-20
If produced from sustainable resources such as solar energy and water, hydrogen can play an important
role in an eventual sustainable economy because it offers a carbon-free, high energy-density, versatile fuel
that can be used directly in fuel cells for stationary power generation or vehicle powertrains,21 as well as
industrial applications including fuel upgrading or Fischer-Tropsch synfuel production.22 As of 2006,
global hydrogen production totaled 48 million metric tons (Mt) per year, with 20 Mt produced in the
United States (U.S.).23 Most hydrogen is currently produced by steam methane reforming, with smaller
amounts produced using electrolyzers or as a by-product of industrial processes. Of total U.S. hydrogen
production, 64% was consumed for petroleum refining and 33% went to chemicals production (primarily
ammonia production). Global estimates indicate a potential demand of 300 Mt H2 per year in 2050,24 with
an energy equivalent of roughly 300 billion gallons of gasoline. For comparison, the world consumed 1.4
trillion gallons of liquid fuels in 2013.25 Given the projected U.S. share of global liquid fuel demand, the
U.S. would be responsible for 20% of global H2 demand, or 60 Mt H2 per year.
While solar-to-hydrogen technologies are currently far less developed than other solar-to-fuel routes such
as biofuels, prospective modeling of such systems provides insight into their potential competitiveness
and helps to identify key challenges and opportunities for improvement. Initial technoeconomic analysis
of solar PEC H2 generation has been performed by James et al. 26 and Pinaud et al.27 These pioneering
studies described four different configurations of PEC devices, including a flat plate collector, a
concentrating collector, and two variations of colloidal suspensions of PEC nanoparticles. These studies
explored the practical landscape of PEC scale-up, comparing economic metrics of PEC H2 generation. To
date, however, the literature contains limited analysis of the energetic metrics of PEC H2. Net energy
analysis provides a fundamental basis of comparison for all energy technologies, particularly for
renewable-based energy and their contribution towards sustainability. The net energy of a system is the
energy available for societal use, after subtracting the energy required to produce and operate the
technology. If the energy inputs to the system approach or exceed the solar energy harvested by the
system, its contribution to sustaining societal wellbeing becomes negligible. In this context, it is important
to evaluate the primary energy costs associated with solar-to-fuels technologies to determine a baseline
for viability and to identify specific component or system level energy costs that may constrain future
implementation. Thus, prospective life-cycle system modeling can produce insights that may guide
fundamental research and stimulate effective innovation in the most critical areas.
Previous analysis has described the net energy balance of an individual PEC cell including
photoelectrodes, catalysts, and encapsulation.28 However, the energy implications of balance-of-systems
(BOS) requirements of a PEC H2 production facility have not been analyzed heretofore. The BOS of a
complete PEC H2 production facility includes all components beyond the actual PEC cells, such as
structural supports, manifolds and pipes, pumps, compressors, storage tanks, pipelines, roads and
monitoring systems. The objective of this study is to identify and credibly estimate the life-cycle energy
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flows associated with a projected large-scale PEC H2 production system, including PEC cells and BOS
components and processes. We then analyze the life-cycle net energy implications of the system under
varying levels of projected performance in terms of e.g., efficiency and durability. Because prospective
analysis of early-stage technologies is inherently uncertain, we focus on identifying the sources and
magnitudes of significant uncertainties, and their effects on the net energy results, to guide future research
and development priorities.

2. Methods
2.1 Modeling approach
We use prospective life-cycle assessment (LCA), a method for quantifying cradle-to-grave environmental
and/or economic impacts of a product or service, to calculate the net energy implications of a hypothetical
large-scale PEC hydrogen production facility. Specifically, prospective LCA is a method for combining
scenario analysis with consequential LCA to assess the potential impacts of technologies and
infrastructure systems that are not yet operating at commercial scale.29
Our large-scale PEC hydrogen production scenario is based on a hypothetical PEC facility with H2
production equivalent to 1 GW annual average (1 GW HHV annual average = 610 t H2 day-1 = 6.8 million
Nm3 day-1).* We apply fundamental principles such as mass and energy balance to determine essential
flows. Next, we conduct a preliminary engineering design of the facility, based on heuristic methods. We
then develop and apply a parametric model describing system-wide energy flows associated with the
production, utilization, and decommissioning of the facility. Based on these flows, we calculate three net
energy metrics for the facility.
The life-cycle primary energy balance describes how much usable energy the facility provides to society
during its lifespan. In units of PJ, it is calculated as the total energy output minus the total energy input:
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦  𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = {𝑇×𝐸! } − {𝐸! + 𝑇×𝐸! + 𝐸! }
where T = Service life of the facility (years)
EH = Energy (HHV) in hydrogen produced in 1 year (PJ/yr)
EP = Energy used to produce the facility (PJ)
EO = Energy used to operate the facility for 1 year (PJ/yr)
ED = Energy used to decommission the facility (PJ)
The energy return on energy invested (EROEI, sometimes denoted as EROI) describes how much usable
energy the facility will deliver, relative to its required energy inputs. A value without units, it is calculated
as the total energy output divided by the total energy input:
𝐸𝑅𝑂𝐸𝐼 =

𝑇×𝐸!
𝐸! + 𝑇×𝐸! + 𝐸!
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The annual H2 production of the modeled facility corresponds to 1 GW continuous power output, averaged across
diurnal and seasonal cycles. 1 GW continuous power for one year is equivalent to 31.5 PJ of energy. Peak H2
production rate in full sunlight is 3.6 times the average output rate. Nm3 is normal cubic meters, at 20°C temperature
and 1 atm pressure.
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The energy payback time describes how long the facility must operate for it to deliver the H2 equivalent of
the energy required for its manufacturing, construction, and decommissioning. Note that energy payback
time is not a life-cycle metric as it does not consider the energy that continues to be delivered after the
payback time is reached; the equation does not include the variable T, the facility service life. In units of
years, it is calculated as the fixed energy inputs divided by the annual net energy output under full scale
steady state operation:
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦  𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝐸! + 𝐸!
	
  
𝐸! − 𝐸!

Acknowledging the inherent uncertainties of future projections, our primary goals are to bound the
solution space and identify sources of significant variation. Our system model includes base-case values
for each parameter, as well as low and high values indicative of current uncertainty regarding the actual
value of the parameters in a future large-scale physical system. Parameter valuation is based on literature
review, proxy data on analogous processes, and informed estimates. Low, base-case and high values of
system parameters are listed in Table S1. Low values correspond to reduced system performance relative
to the base-case, while high values correspond to improved performance. We conduct a sensitivity
analysis by varying individual parameters one at a time between low and high values. Within parameter
categories, we also conduct Monte Carlo simulations to estimate uncertainty introduced by interactions
between individual parameters. Simulation was conducted using Oracle® Crystal Ball software.
Triangular probability distributions were assumed for each parameter based on low, base-case and high
values (Table S1). Based on the outcome distribution of 10,000 simulations of each category grouping,
90% confidence intervals were determined and displayed as error bars on results figures. Outcomes of the
Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Figure S1.
We consider two forms of energy used to construct and operate the facility: fossil fuels and electricity.
Comprehensive energy accounting must be done using comparable units, thus different energy carriers
and end-uses are generally considered in terms of their “primary energy” use. Primary energy is in a form
found in nature, prior to any conversion or transformation process. For raw fossil fuels, their primary
energy is defined by their heat content. For other derived energy carriers, such as electricity and refined
fuels, primary energy includes all energy used upstream for e.g. extraction, transportation, processing,
conversion and distribution of the energy carriers. For diesel fuel used in the facility, we estimate its
primary energy as the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel plus 13% fuel cycle inputs.30 The primary
energy of electricity depends on how it is generated; for example, electricity from a coal-fired power plant
typically has a primary energy conversion efficiency of about 33%, meaning that about 3 J of primary
energy are needed for each J of electricity produced. Estimating the primary energy of non-thermal
electricity sources, such as hydroelectric and PV, is less straightforward.31 Furthermore, a particular
challenge in performing prospective energy analysis is to estimate primary energy use associated with
future electricity generation, for example the electricity used to operate the H2 production facility
modeled here.
In this analysis, the electricity required for on-site operational needs (e.g. gas handling equipment,
electronic monitoring) is assumed to be generated externally and provided as an input to the facility from
the electricity grid. Grid electricity, which comes from a range of fossil and renewable sources, is likely to
change markedly in composition over the next several decades. We consider the hydrogen gas produced
by the facility as primary energy, equivalent to its higher heating value. We convert end-use electricity to
primary energy, assuming a conversion efficiency of 50% based on current H2 fuel cell performance.32 In
other words, we estimate the primary energy of electricity inputs to the facility, as if that electricity were
produced from the hydrogen made by the facility. We use this energy accounting technique merely to
derive comparable primary energy values for different energy carriers; the H2 produced is actually
delivered for external use, and electricity is a separate input to the facility. Despite the modest electrical
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requirements of the system, the impact on total net primary energy is sensitive to this choice, which we
explore in a sensitivity analysis.
Our modeling encompasses the short-term dynamics of diurnal and seasonal variation in solar radiation,
as well as long-term dynamics of life-cycle phases including facility manufacture, operation, maintenance
and replacement, and end-of-life disposal. We distinguish between service life spans of PEC cells (base
case: 10 years until replacement) and balance of system (base case: 40 years until decommissioning). We
use a simplified approach to account for the shorter service life of PEC cells, by assuming steady-state
conditions in which a fixed percentage of panels are replaced each year. For cells with a 10-year life span,
we assume that 10% of the panels are replaced annually, which implicitly assumes a phased facility
construction in which 10% of the panels are put into service during each of the first 10 years. We do not
model this facility ramp-up period, but instead base our calculations on eventual steady-state conditions.
We further assume that cell performance degrades linearly over time, with panel replacement occurring
when STH efficiency falls to 80% of its original value. This is implemented in the model through a
simple “degradation factor” such that the average H2 production over the life span of a panel corresponds
to 90% of the nominal STH efficiency. If continuing technological progress allows higher STH
efficiencies in the future, it may be possible to replace degraded panels with new panels of higher
efficiency. This would improve overall efficiency of the facility, though the level of improvement would
ultimately be constrained by the capacity of the balance of system of the facility. We did not model
changes in STH efficiency over time, and within each STH efficiency scenario we assume that panels are
replaced by new panels of the same efficiency.
2.2 Facility description
We consider a solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency of 10% as a base case, as there have been a number of
demonstrations of PEC devices operating at or above this value. We define the STH efficiency as
suggested by Chen et al.,33 based on the Gibbs free energy* of the H2 produced under AM1.5G solar
radiation. We assume a linear relation between instantaneous radiation and H2 production (see Figure S7),
acknowledging that variations in efficiency will exist in practice.34 We assume 10% solar transmittance
loss due to the combined effects of absorption and reflection by surface dust, encapsulation material, and
electrolyte.
The hydrogen production facility is configured on four hierarchical levels (Figure 1). From smaller to
larger, these are: (1) a PEC “cell” of ~2 m2; (2) a truck-transportable “panel” of ~29 m2 comprising
multiple cells; (3) a “field” of 1000 panels plus gas compression and storage, occupying 12 ha; and (4) the
1 GW (continuous annual average) “facility” of 1590 fields occupying 200 km2 in the base-case of 10%
STH efficiency. The fixed flat panel array format is similar to the Type 3 PEC design described in the
technoeconomic analysis by James et al.26 and Pinaud et al.,27 though both the panel size and facility size
are larger in our life-cycle net energy analysis. We have chosen to model the flat panel format because it
is at a more mature developmental stage than alternatives including colloidal suspension reactors (Types 1
and 2) and tracking concentrating systems (Type 4).
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STH efficiency is defined in terms of Gibbs free energy of H2, per the convention in the PEC community.33 We
define our 1 GW facility based on the higher heating value (HHV) of H2, because HHV is an energy measurement
convention commonly used in US energy system analysis. Our analysis applies appropriate conversion factors. One
mole of H2 has a Gibbs free energy of 237.1 kJ, a lower heating value (LHV) of 242.3 kJ, and HHV of 286.6 kJ.
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Figure 1. Four hierarchical levels of the 1 GW (continuous annual average) hydrogen production facility.
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A “cell” comprises the fundamental components required for unassisted solar water splitting. These
include semiconductors that absorb solar radiation, coupled to catalysts for oxygen and hydrogen
evolution reactions. A membrane is integrated into the cell to ensure that combustible gas product
mixtures are not generated and to enable ionic transport from the region of oxygen evolution to the region
of hydrogen evolution. The complete assembly is immersed in electrolyte and enclosed in a chassis with
an input for liquid water and separate outputs for gaseous oxygen and hydrogen. No external electricity is
used in the PEC cells for H2 production.
A “panel” is 12.0 m long by 2.4 m wide, and includes a structural frame upon which multiple PEC cells
are mounted (see Figure S2). Panels include onboard monitoring and diagnostics sensors, and pipe
manifolds for transferring fluids to and from each cell. Panels have standardized fluid and data
connections so they can be installed and removed from the facility relatively easily. The total weight of a
panel is about 720 kg without electrolyte and 1300 kg including electrolyte. More details of panels are
listed in Table S2.
A “field” comprises 1000 panels plus compression and storage infrastructure for one day’s production of
H2 (see Figure S3).The panels are tilted towards the equator at an angle equal to the local latitude, here
assumed to be 34°. Spacing between panels is assumed to be 0.5 m end-to-end. Spacing between rows of
panels determines losses due to shading by adjacent panels when the sun is low in the sky. Following
James et al.26 and Pinaud et al.,27 we have determined spacing between the rows of panels based on a 10°
shading angle (see Figure S4). We have not attempted to optimize panel spacing, nor have we analyzed
whether the approach to gas compression used here, i.e. parallel compression in each of the 1000 fields, is
more or less efficient than other possible approaches, e.g., compression and storage with fewer, largerscale compressors and tanks.
The entire “facility” aggregates production from 1510 fields, with a 90% capacity factor (i.e. 90% of the
panels are producing H2 on an average day) (see Figure S5). We assume an additional 5% of land area is
occupied by roads, buildings and other infrastructure. The facility is assumed to be located in the
southwest US. Solar resource data are taken from NREL,35 and are the average of monthly mean flatpanel insolation at four sites: Phoenix, Daggett, Tucson and Las Vegas (see Figure S6). The annual
average solar insolation is 276 W m-2.
The intermittency of solar resource is addressed through distributed compression and storage of H2. Precompression gas conduits are sized for instantaneous peak H2 production, with gas blowers to maintain a
slight pressure gradient. Compression and storage of one day’s gas production at the field level serves to
buffer diurnal fluctuation in solar radiance. Post-compression gas conduits are sized for maximum
monthly average H2 production. The overall facility is sized for 1 GW annual average H2 production.
Although our base case assumes that O2 from water splitting is vented to the atmosphere, our modeled
system includes the capability to collect the O2. We include this analytical capacity to enable future study
of potential industrial ecology concepts involving beneficial uses for multiple co-products (including O2)
of energy and industrial systems. For example, O2 collected from a PEC facility could be used in a highefficiency oxy-fuel power plant integrated with CO2 capture,36 thus leveraging resources and potentially
reducing system costs.
To objectively compare H2 production via PEC processes to alternatives such as steam methane
reforming, conditions for transporting the gas from the production facility to the end user should be the
same. We assume the PEC facility modeled here is constructed in a remote location in the southwest U.S.,
while comparable steam methane facilities would likely be located closer to demand centers. We
therefore include 300 km pipeline transport for the H2 to demand location or trunk pipeline. We assume
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any H2 distribution network (e.g. to end users) is the same for all H2 production options, and thus is not
included in the analysis.
Industrialization of the manufacture, logistics, and refurbishment of panels will be essential, as a 1 GW
facility will have about 1.5 million panels under base-case conditions. The panel length and width
corresponds to the inside dimensions of a standard 40-foot shipping container, to take advantage of
transport by existing equipment and infrastructure. If the panel thickness is about 10 cm, 24 panels would
occupy the volume of one container. Assuming facility construction over a ten year period, approximately
17 such containers would be required each day to deliver the requisite number of panels.
2.3 System components
The broader H2 production facility includes the PEC cells, structural support for the cells, manifolds and
pipes to conduct fluids, gas compression, storage tanks, water purification, monitoring system and roads.
In a life-cycle perspective, the production, operation, and decommissioning of these components must be
considered. Descriptions and assumptions of the system components are detailed below.
2.3.1 PEC cells
We use a membrane-separated cathode/anode geometry for the PEC cells, as our modeling informs us that
this can yield good efficiency without high product crossover, which would require further purification
steps. Energy requirements for producing the cells, including material sourcing and cell manufacture, is
based on the LCA analysis by Zhai et al.28 Production of PEC cells is modeled in three cases
corresponding to low, medium (“base-case”), and high energy input. In general, more sophisticated (and
energy intensive) production techniques may yield PEC cells with higher STH efficiency. We
disaggregate data from Zhai et al.28 to distinguish photoactive materials and production processes
(photoanode, photocathode and catalysts) from all other materials and processes (membrane,
encapsulation, others). Following Zhai et al.,28 we further distinguish material-related energy use
(including all upstream energy use for raw material extraction, primary processing and transportation)
from fabrication-related energy use (including final processing of materials into functional PEC cells).
Details of cell characteristics are in Table S3.
Materials that simultaneously exhibit bandgaps suitable for efficient harvesting of solar energy, charge
carrier transport properties that enable effective charge extraction, and stability under reaction
environments do not currently exist. While active research is devoted to the discovery of new materials, a
set of existing model materials have been selected for the present analysis. In all cases, silicon has been
selected as the photocathode, whereas tungsten oxide has been selected as a model metal oxide
photoanode and gallium arsenide as a model high efficiency single crystalline photoanode. We note that
the band gap of tungsten oxide precludes it from obtaining the 10% efficiency of the base case and that it
does not generate sufficient photovoltage for direct coupling to silicon to achieve overall water splitting.
However, the energy inputs for its fabrication and processing are assumed to be representative of the
broad class of metal oxide semiconductors that are envisioned for use in such devices. Likewise, GaAs
does not exhibit the requisite stability as a photoanode under aqueous environments and cannot be
directly coupled to Si to achieve 20% STH efficiency. However, stabilization of III-V semiconductors
against corrosion could enable incorporation of these materials into a solar water splitting device, and
GaAs is included as a model representative of this class of III-V semiconductors, such as AlxGa1-xAs,
which may enable target efficiencies to be achieved. Optimum catalyst selection is guided by
benchmarking data.37 Similar to the case of tungsten oxide, substitution of NiMo for Co, and iridium
oxide for Pt will improve efficiency without affecting the results of the device analyzed in Zhai et al.28
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We assume 1 molar sulfuric acid is used as the electrolyte.* Based on results from Haussener et al. [ref],
we assume that each of the two chambers containing electrolyte within the PEC cells are 1 cm thick.
Multiphyiscs modeling finds that smaller electrolyte heights lead to unacceptable ohmic drops in the
solution, whereas greater electrolyte heights yield diminishing returns. Each panel contains about 540
liters of electrolyte, and a total of 820,000 m3 of electrolyte will be in service in a 1 GW facility.
2.3.2 Panel structure
Support and orientation for PEC cells is provided by panel structural framework. Panel integrity is
provided by a perimeter frame of steel channel section (ASTM C4x5.4), with internal elements of steel
angle section (ASTM L2½x2x3/16) spaced at 1 m to support PEC cells. Calculations of deflection under
load, described in Figure S8, suggest that this structural solution would be sufficiently robust. Upon this
panel structural framework, PEC cells are attached, a piping manifold is installed to transport water to and
gases from the PEC cells, and sensors and monitoring electronics are installed. 95% of the gross surface
area of the panel is assumed to be active solar collection area, while 5% of the area is inactive due to
structural or other requirements.
A simple containment vessel is installed under each panel, to collect electrolyte in case of leakage to
prevent its release into the environment. We assume molded PVC plastic basins with capacity of 600
liters and wall thickness of 4 mm. We assume that PVC’s susceptibility to UV degradation will be
overcome in a detailed engineered system using a material with negligible impact on the net energy of the
system.
Transportation of panels from factory to facility is included, assuming 300 km transport by truck. After
the service life of the PEC cells (assumed to be 10 years in base case), the panels are expected to be
removed from service and refurbished, with new components (PEC cells, manifold, sensors) installed in
the same steel structural framework.
2.3.3 Piping system
We model a hierarchical network of conduits to transport fluids (Figure S9). Three parallel sets of pipes
are modeled to transport H2O to the PEC cells and to aggregate and transport H2 (and O2, when included)
from the cells.
Six levels of pipe hierarchy are considered, from the smallest P5 level connecting individual PEC cells
within a panel, to the largest P0 level comprising the pipelines linking the facility to a demand center
(Table S4). P5 pipes are panel manifolds, P4 and P3 pipes are within fields, P2 and P1 pipes are at the
facility level, and P0 pipes link the facility to the broader system. Maximum flows through the P3, P4 and
P5 levels are based on instantaneous peak production (at 1000 W m-2 of solar radiance) of uncompressed
H2. After distributed compression and storage (described below) to buffer diurnal fluctuations, the
maximum flows through the P0, P1 and P2 levels are based on monthly peak production (at 310 W m-2 of
solar insolation) of compressed H2.
Pipe diameters at each level are based on these mass flows through the pipes, combined with heuristic
recommendations of economically optimal velocities of various fluids.38,39 Our base case assumes the use
of PVC pipes, with steel pipes considered in a sensitivity analysis. Amounts of material used for pipes are
based on calculated relations between flow area and specific material use for standard dimensions of
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Although we assume acidic conditions in our modeling, basic conditions (e.g., 1 molar potassium hydroxide) are
also possible with appropriate selection of compatible materials, and at present one set of conditions is not
preferable over the other. Research is ongoing into milder pH conditions, but these are not currently viable.
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North American pipes (Figure S10), using open-source data reporting ASTM D1785 (Poly Vinyl
Chloride Plastic Pipe) and ASME B36.10 (Welded and Seamless Wrought Steel Pipe) standards.
We apply a 25% material allowance for valves and fittings, and estimate the primary energy use for pipe
manufacture based on Ecoinvent40 life-cycle inventory data for polyvinyl chloride and ASTM A106 grade
carbon steel. Transport of pipes over 1000 km by train is included in the energy accounting, using modespecific energy intensity factors for cargo transport.41
2.3.4 Gas handling
To provide a slight pressure gradient to move gases through the diffuse network from PEC cells to
compressors, we assume the use of rotary lobe blowers driven by electric motors. We use one blower for
every 100 panels, providing movement of 1200 liters min-1 under conditions of maximum H2 production.
To remove moisture from the H2 we use one refrigerated gas dryer per field (1000 panels), prior to gas
compression. Electricity use data for gas blowers and dryers are based on literature from gas handling
industries.42
We then assume compression of H2 to 300 psi using one twin-stage positive displacement compressor per
field. Electricity use for compression is based on Pope.43 Pressure drop of the gas through the 300 km
pipeline is estimated based on Hall,38 and final re-compression to 300 psi for delivery is again based on
Pope.43 Embodied energy of blower and compressor hardware is based on Koornneef et al.,44 assuming
linear scaling with capacity.
Storage capacity is needed for PEC systems to buffer intermittent diurnal production, to achieve an ondemand functionality of H2 production similar to steam methane reforming. Following Yang and Ogden,45
we measure storage capacity as a proportion of daily flow, and we consider one day’s production storage
in our base case. We assume the ideal gas law accurately governs the relation between volume and
absolute pressure; the storage volume needed for 1000 panels (one field) is about 300 m3 at 300 psi at a
temperature of 20°C. Storage tanks are assumed made of steel, and designed according to Peters et al.46
Sensitivity parameters include the allowable metal stress, the allowance for corrosion, and the allowance
for valves and fittings.
2.3.5 Water supply
Water is required for two purposes: feedstock for H2 production, and cleaning of panel surfaces. The
feedstock H2O supply for PEC H2 production must be nearly pure, with very low concentrations of ions
that could foul the PEC cells. Precise water purity requirements for a large-scale PEC system remain
uncertain. Measured as resistivity (inversely proportional to ionic concentration), traditional electrolyzers
require a purity of >1 MΩ-cm at 25°C.47 Here we consider the use of reverse osmosis (RO) water
treatment, based on energy intensity data from EERE.48 We consider only the operating energy for water
treatment, and assume the embodied energy of the RO hardware is negligible. Water vapor in H2 gas is
condensed and recovered with a refrigerated gas dryer. The amount of water vapor that is lost with vented
O2 gas is estimated based on results from the panel heating calculations (see Section 2.3.9). It is assumed
that gas leaves the device at 100% relative humidity, with water losses therefore dictated by the O2 gas
evolution rate and the temperature of the electrolyte. On average, 6.8 % of the water feedstock entering
the cells is lost with the O2 gas stream.
For cleaning of panels, an additional 25 liters of water per year per square meter of panel is assumed
required, based on data from utility-scale PV.49,50 [Additional reference: Fthenakis and Kim 2010] A
relation is expected between water use for cleaning and solar loss due to dusty panels. Studies elucidating
such trade-offs are beginning to emerge (e.g. Mejia and Kleissl50), though the data are still insufficient for
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robust quantification. There may also be other techniques for panel cleaning such as electrostatic or air
pressure methods. We therefore explore this region through sensitivity analysis of two model parameters:
specific water use for panel cleaning and solar transmittance loss due to dust, glass and electrolyte.
Municipal-grade water is assumed to be transported 300 km by pipeline to the facility. Pipe details are
described in Section 2.3.3. Specific energy use for water pumping is based on Plappally and Lienhard.51
Water calculations include water that is piped to the facility and then lost as concentrate waste from the
RO process; this amount is estimated at 0.39 liter for each liter of purified water used as H2 feedstock.
Waste management of RO concentrate is not considered in the analysis.
2.3.6 Monitoring system
We envision a monitoring system comprised of multiple sensors on each panel, with data transmitted to a
control center via a wireless network. Each PEC cell has one temperature sensor, one pH sensor, and three
pressure sensors (one each for H2, O2, and H2O). At the panel level are three additional pressure sensors
and two flow sensors (one each for H2 and O2). Measuring the low flows of H2O is not feasible at the
panel level, so this is done starting at the field level for all fluids, along with additional pressure sensors.
2.3 7 Roads
Asphalt roads accompany all P1, P2, and P3 pipes. All panels are located within 50m of a road surface,
for placement and removal with mobile cranes. The roads are 6m wide, with a crushed stone base and
bitumen asphalt wear layer to ensure adequate service life and reduce dust generation from road traffic.
This accounting category also includes other ground surface interfaces, including concrete anchors for
panels and concrete pads for blowers, compressors and tanks.
2.3.8 Facility operations
We assume a fleet of two mobile cranes and four flatbed trucks operating 12 hours per day conducting
maintenance, e.g., replacement of cells or panels at the end of their service life. Energy intensity data for
heavy equipment is based on FAO.52 Other maintenance of equipment and infrastructure (e.g., painting) is
assumed to be negligible and is not included.
2.3.9 Panel heating
Heating of panels may be required to prevent freezing of the electrolyte during cold weather. The freezing
temperature of 1 molar sulfuric acid is approximately -5 °C. If the PEC cells drop below this temperature,
they will freeze and potentially rupture, likely causing device failure. To prevent freezing, the underside
of each panel may be fitted with an electrically powered strip heater to provide heating when the
embedded temperature sensors determine this necessary. This heater can also be backed by a layer of
insulation. We used a computational model to assess the degree of heating required for the panels, to
estimate its effect on the facility’s net energy production. Given the small aspect ratio of the modules
(thickness divided by length or width), a 1-D finite-difference transient heat transfer model was
constructed, with coupled heat transfer equations solved for each hour of the year for the top window,
anolyte, light absorber assembly, catholyte, case backing, strip heater and (when applicable) insulation
layers. It was assumed that the panels only transfer heat out to the environment via radiation and
convection. These modules would heat up in the daytime due to the conversion of insolation into waste
heat in the light absorber assembly and in the semitransparent top window; joule heating of the electrolyte
was ignored given the low current densities of this device. If the temperature of the device dropped below
a temperature threshold of -2.5 °C, a 1-D steady-state heat transfer model was used to estimate the
required heater energy input to prevent the electrolyte temperature from dropping further. This minimum
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temperature threshold is greater than the electrolyte freezing temperature to provide an operational safety
margin.
In this model, historical, measured typical meteorological year data from NREL53 was used to simulate
the hourly ambient weather conditions that the panels would experience. The position of the sun with
respect to the panel was then calculated, and derating factors from Notton54 were used to calculate the
total combined beam and diffuse radiative solar resource reaching the panel. Empirical formulae were
used to estimate the effective temperature of the sky to which the panels radiated in clear conditions55 and
cloudy conditions.56 Additional empirical formulae were used to calculate the wind-induced forced
convective heat transfer coefficients;57 natural convective heat transfer coefficients;58-61 and the internal
convective heat transfer coefficients in the anolyte and catholyte.58 These insolation values and heat
transfer coefficients were recalculated for each hour of the year based upon ambient conditions, device
temperatures and device orientation. The thermal material properties of the cell components were sourced
from Notton54 and Incropera.58 Thermal properties of electrolyte and ambient air are temperaturedependent, whereas the other components of the module are constant and assumed to have properties
corresponding to 27 °C.
The estimated total annual electricity requirement for heating varies by location, with Daggett requiring
the most at 11.0 kWh m-2 yr-1, and Phoenix needing the least at 0.6 kWh m-2 yr-1. More details are in
Table S5.
2.3.10 Decommissioning
At some point in the future, the facility will reach the end of its service life and will be decommissioned.
This entails removing or remediating the infrastructure and equipment comprising the facility, and its safe
disposal or recycling. Following the method used in the series of energy system life cycle assessments
summarized by NETL,62 we assume that decommissioning requires 10% of the energy used for initial
construction of the facility BOS.

3. Results
Figure 2 shows the annual energy balance of the H2 production facility in operation, under base-case
conditions at 10% STH efficiency. The energy content of the H2 produced corresponds to 31.5 PJ of
primary energy per year, which is equivalent to 1 GW continuous power for one year. From this positive
value is subtracted the primary energy needed to operate the production system. The largest single energy
use is for panel replacement, which uses 8.7 PJ per year under steady-state conditions with a 10-year
panel life span (i.e. 10% of all panels in the facility are replaced each year). Gas compression is the
second largest energy input (4.9 PJ year-1), 67% of which is for initial compression and 33% is for recompression after pipeline transport. Panel heating to avoid electrolyte freezing requires a less significant
energy input (1.5 PJ year-1). Together with other energy inputs of 0.8 PJ per year, the net energy delivered
is 15.7 PJ of primary energy per year, under base-case conditions.
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Figure 2. Annual energy balance of 1 GW (continuous annual average) H2 production facility in
operation (PJ year-1). Energy use for panel replacement is based on steady-state conditions with 10-year
life span (10% of panels replaced each year) and base-case energy use for cell materials and fabrication.
Error bars for “Panel replacement” show 5- and 20-year life spans. Error bars for “Panel heating” are
based on coldest and warmest geographic locations. Error bars for other categories are based on Monte
Carlo simulation.
Figure 3 shows the initial energy inputs required to construct the 1 GW H2 facility; for the base-case
conditions, construction will need 124 PJ of primary energy. The estimated energy input for
decommissioning of the facility at the end of its service life is 4 PJ. These one-time inputs are compared
to the annual delivered energy of the facility (from Figure 2), shown as a dashed line. Under base case
conditions, it will take about 8.1 years of operation to deliver energy that is equivalent to that used for
initial construction and final decommissioning. Over the 40-year projected service life of the facility, the
EROEI is 1.7 and the life-cycle primary energy balance is +500 PJ.
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Figure 3. Initial primary energy inputs (PJ) required to construct a 1 GW (continuous annual average)
facility. The base-case annual delivered energy of the completed facility is shown as a red dashed line.
Error bars for cell fabrication and cell materials correspond to low and high cases of Zhai et al.28 Error
bars on other energy inputs are based on Monte Carlo simulation (detailed in Figure S1).
Figure 4 shows the change in three net energy metrics (life-cycle energy balance, EROEI, energy payback
time) due to variation of individual parameters between low and high estimates. The 15 parameters that
most significantly affect each metric are shown. STH efficiency is the parameter variation causing the
most significant change in all three metrics. Other significant parameters include PEC cell life span, BOS
life span, photo-active cell fabrication energy use, and non-photo-active cell material energy use.
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Figure 4. Change in base-case life-cycle energy balance, EROEI and energy payback time due to
variation of individual parameters between low and high estimates. Specific values for low-, base-, and
high-cases are given in Table S1.
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The three parameters of STH efficiency, PEC cell life span and facility life span show prominently on the
sensitivity diagrams in Figure 4. We explore the relations between these three parameters in more detail
in Table 1. While most parameter combinations (including the base-case) show net positive life-cycle
energy balance (and thus life-cycle EROEI greater than one) and energy payback times of less than 10
years, some combinations result in net negative life-cycle energy balance, in particular when the STH
efficiency is 5% and the panel life span is 5 years. With 20% STH efficiency, EROEI is the range of 2 to
3, and energy payback time is about 3 to 4 years.
Table 1. Life cycle net energy metrics for a 1 GW (continuous annual average) H2 production facility,
under various assumptions of facility life span, cell life span, and STH efficiency. The shaded area
represents base-case conditions. N/A means “not applicable”.
Facility life span
PEC cell life span

5
years

20 years
10
years

20
years

5
years

40 years
10
years

20
years

5
years

60 years
10
years

20
years

5% STH
Energy inputs (PJ)
Energy outputs (PJ)
Life-cycle energy balance (PJ)
Life-cycle EROEI
Energy payback time (years)

1123

775

602

2002

1307

959

2881

1838

1317

631

631

631

1261

1261

1261

1892

1892

1892

-492

-145

29

-740

-45

302

-989

54

575

0.56

0.81

1.05

0.63

0.97

1.31

0.66

1.03

1.44

N/A

N/A

17.9

N/A

N/A

17.9

N/A

49.1

17.9

618

444

357

1107

760

586

1597

1076

815

631

631

631

1261

1261

1261

1892

1892

1892

10% STH
Energy inputs (PJ)
Energy outputs (PJ)
Life-cycle energy balance (PJ)
Life-cycle EROEI
Energy payback time (years)

13

187

274

154

502

675

295

816

1077

1.02

1.42

1.77

1.14

1.66

2.15

1.18

1.76

2.32

18.2

8.1

6.4

18.2

8.1

6.4

18.2

8.1

6.4

365

278

235

660

486

399

955

694

564

631

631

631

1261

1261

1261

1892

1892

1892

266

353

396

601

775

862

937

1198

1328

1.73

2.27

2.69

1.91

2.59

3.16

1.98

2.72

3.35

4.2

3.3

3.0

4.2

3.3

3.0

4.2

3.3

3.0

20% STH
Energy inputs (PJ)
Energy outputs (PJ)
Life-cycle energy balance (PJ)
Life-cycle EROEI
Energy payback time (years)

One may expect that more sophisticated (and energy intensive) production techniques may yield PEC
cells with higher STH efficiency. Table 2 shows the modeled net energy metrics relation as a function of
STH efficiency and energy input for photo-active materials and fabrication. At high photo-active energy
input and 5% STH efficiency we again see net negative life-cycle energy balance and life-cycle EROEI
less than one.
Table 2. Life cycle net energy metrics for a 1 GW (continuous annual average) H2 production facility,
under various assumptions of STH efficiency and energy inputs for photo-active cell materials and
fabrication. The shaded area represents base-case conditions.
STH efficiency

5%

10%

20%

562

805

Low energy intensity of photo-active materials and fabrication

Life-cycle energy balance
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Life-cycle EROEI
Energy payback time

1.06

1.80

2.77

29.7

6.8

2.9

Medium energy intensity of photo-active materials and fabrication

-45

502

775

0.97

1.66

2.59

N/A

8.1

3.3

Life-cycle energy balance
Life-cycle EROEI
Energy payback time

High energy intensity of photo-active materials and fabrication

Life-cycle energy balance
Life-cycle EROEI

-323

362

706

0.80

1.40

2.27

N/A

12.0

4.3

Energy payback time

Required land area and solar collection area are listed in Table 3, and are significantly and directly
affected by changes in STH efficiency.With the base-case 10% STH efficiency, a facility will have about
41 km2 of PEC surface area. The facility as a whole will occupy about 190 km2, if it is in the contiguous
format that is modeled here (Figure S5). This corresponds to about 2.2 hectares of land used per MWh per
year of primary energy. This compares to a generation-weighted average land use of 2.3 ha MWh-1 year-1
for large-scale fixed-panel PV facilities in the US [reference: Ong et al. 2013], after conversion from
electricity to primary energy units using the method described in section 2.1. Depending on topography
and other factors, it may be necessary to arrange the facility in other non-contiguous formats which would
increase the total land area occupied by the facility. Ong et al. [ref] reported that the total land area of
large-scale fixed-panel PV facilities in the US is about 30% greater than the land area directly occupied
by the solar arrays, access roads, substations, service buildings and other infrastructure.
Table 3. PEC solar collection area and gross facility land area (km2) required for STH efficiencies of 5%,
10% and 20%.

PEC solar collection area

km

2

Gross facility land area

km

2

5% STH

10% STH

20% STH

82.2

41.1

20.6

379

189

95

The land area for the facility is affected by the packing factor of the panels, defined as the ratio of panel
area to land area. The packing factor in this analysis is 0.23, which is lower than the average packing
factor of 0.47 for fixed-panel PV arrays in the US, [reference: Ong et al. 2013]. Packing factor is largely
determined by spacing between rows of panels, which also determines losses due to shading by adjacent
panels when the sun is low in the sky. Our inter-row spacing, and hence packing factor, is based on the
10° shading angle used by James et al.26 and Pinaud et al.27 If the shading angle is increased to 20°, the
packing factor increases to 0.39 and the land area required with 10% STH efficiency decreases to 112
km2. With a 30% shading angle, the packing factor increases to 0.51 and the land area decreases to 85
km2. These calculations are based simply on geometry, however, and do not consider the H2 production
losses that would occur due to increased inter-panel shading.
A 1 GW H2 facility will need an average of 5800 tons of treated feedstock water per day, of which about
370 tons will be lost as water vapor with vented O2 and the remainder will be split into H2 and O2. For
cleaning panels, an additional 2800 tons per day of water is required under base-case conditions. An
additional 2200 tons per day of water will be contained in RO concentrate, a byproduct of the water
purification process. The total water use of the facility is 10900 tons per day, or about 4 million cubic
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meters per year. For comparison, Lake Mead, the reservoir created above the Hoover dam in the
southwest US, has a capacity of about 34,000 million cubic meters of water.
An average of 4800 tons per day of O2 is produced during water splitting in the 1 GW facility, which in
the base-case is vented into the air. To collect and use the O2, production and operation of a parallel pipe
network and gas handling system is required. The facility net energy metrics are slightly affected by this
additional energy use. The life-cycle net energy balance decreases by 116 PJ to +385 PJ. EROEI
decreases to 1.4. The energy payback time increases to 10.4 years. Per ton of O2 that is collected,
compressed and delivered, 1.7 GJ of additional energy is used. This is less than a fifth of the reported
energy intensity of conventional O2 production technologies,40 suggesting there may be advantages to
capturing the O2 and coupling it with an O2-consuming facility such as an oxy-fuel combustion electricity
plant.
The material used for the piping system has a modest effect on net energy metrics. The base-case assumes
the use of PVC pipes. If steel pipes are used instead, the lifecycle primary energy balance drops from 502
PJ to 496 PJ. The EROEI drops from 1.66 to 1.65, and the energy payback time increases from 8.1 years
to 8.5 years. Primary energy use for manufacture and transport of PVC and steel pipes for H2, O2 and H2O
at the P0 through P5 levels is shown in Figure S11.

4. Discussion
To provide usable energy to society, a renewable energy technology must harness and deliver more
energy than is needed to produce and operate the technology, resulting in positive net energy. This
prospective net energy analysis shows that PEC H2 production technologies have the potential to deliver
significant amounts of net energy. The most important variables include the STH efficiency, the life span
of the PEC cells, the energy intensity of fabricating the photo-active components of the cells, and the life
span of the BOS of the facility.
Achieving a high STH efficiency while retaining a long device lifetime remains a primary challenge
within the solar fuels research field. The factors contributing to STH efficiency of an integrated PEC
system can be grouped into five general categories: 1) efficiency of light absorption, 2) efficiency of
charge separation and extraction, 3) efficiency of catalysis, 4) effectiveness of product separation and 5)
efficiency losses due to series resistance. While series resistance losses can be mitigated by appropriate
device architecture and electrolyte selection, the first three factors rely on development of precisely
tailored materials and material assemblies. Light absorption is accomplished in semiconductor materials,
often in stacked tandem configurations, and maximum theoretical STH efficiencies are defined by the
bandgaps of these materials.63 However, approaching the theoretical STH efficiency limit requires that
photo-generated charge carriers can be extracted. Therefore, the diffusion length of these carriers, which
is defined by fundamental material limits, as well as crystal quality, must be well matched to the optical
absorption depth in the material. The total photovoltage that must be supplied by the semiconductor light
absorbers is equal to the thermodynamic potential for water splitting, 1.23 V, plus the additional potential
required for catalyzing the reaction at a given current density, typically a total of ~0.4 V. In general,
increased photovoltage comes at the cost of photocurrent density, which is akin to efficiency.
Consequently, the semiconductors must be coupled to catalysts that can drive the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) with minimal overpotential requirements. While
HER catalysts that operate with very low overpotentials are available, OER catalysts require > 0.3 V
overpotential and very few are stable under acidic conditions.37 Discovery of new OER catalysts with
reduced overpotentials and an expanded pH stability window is an important avenue for increasing
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ultimate efficiency of integrated PEC devices. In addition, product separation is a critical factor
influencing the overall efficiency of the device. Without effective product separation, significant crossover or co-evolution of H2 and O2 would lead to recombination and formation of an explosive mixture
over large areas. Creating innovative methods for separating product gases that are both efficient and cost
effective will be a key factor that determines overall efficiency of the device.
While a variety of semiconductor materials are available for harvesting solar energy with high efficiency,
the great majority of these materials are not stable against (photo)corrosion under the conditions required
for solar water splitting. As shown in the present life-cycle energy assessment, the life span of the PEC
cells significantly affects the net energy delivered by the facility, due to the energy intensity of cell
production. As cell life spans decrease, more energy must be invested in cell production for a given fuel
output. Intensive research efforts are underway to discover new semiconductor materials that provide
suitable band gaps, photocarrier transport properties, and long term stability under both operational
(illuminated daytime) and stand-by (dark nighttime) conditions. However, no materials matching these
requirements are presently available. An alternate approach is based on the application of thin film
corrosion protection layers that enable charge transport from semiconductors to catalysts but impart
stability to otherwise unstable materials.64,65 Recent advancements provide some promise, but thin film
corrosion protection over many years of service represents a significant technical challenge.
Similar to PV manufacturing,66 the largest single use of energy is for the fabrication of photo-active cell
components including photoanodes, photocathodes and catalysts. For solar PV manufacturing, the key
drivers for reducing cost and energy intensity per cell are scale of the manufacturing facility, supply chain
advantages, and innovation.67 Given the diversity of the materials and processes involved, there is no
single strategy for reducing overall energy inputs. Materials that can be extracted, recycled, or recovered
with low energy inputs are desired, and thermal budgets associated with manufacture and processing
should be minimized. For example, the high melting point of silicon and the requirement that bulk single
crystals be processed from melt (Tmelt = 1414 °C) results in a significant energy burden that has driven
research into thin film materials. Nevertheless, higher efficiencies devices are generally obtained from
high quality single crystalline materials compared to devices made from less energy-intensive thin film
materials. As a result, single crystalline silicon PV cells remain competitive with the range of thin film
PV systems currently available. For PEC water splitting, significant emphasis is placed on earth abundant
metal oxide materials that exhibit improved stability over non-oxide semiconductors and require much
lower processing temperatures (i.e. energy inputs). However, these materials typically exhibit bandgaps
that are too wide for effective utilization of the solar spectrum and poor carrier transport properties that
preclude ultimate efficiencies from being approached. The present work points to a primary need for
developing materials that exhibit high efficiency and long lifetime, though an important secondary goal
should be the extension to materials that require low energy budgets for fabrication. An important metric
for assessing the competiveness of these technologies will be their cost to performance ratio. Other
factors which may improve efficiency and reduce the energy input for processing the absorber and
catalysis assembly include: reducing the amount of material required for each (optimizing the device),
decreasing the amount of material loss during fabrication, developing innovative methods and/or
processes for creating materials with reduced energy consumption, reducing purification requirements of
materials while still maintaining performance, and recycling and reusing materials.66 The module
fabrication for the cell, which includes the supporting structures for the light absorber, window and
connectors for the cell, may also be a significantly energy sink if these components are not low cost,
reusable and/or recyclable.
Another significant energy input is for compressing the H2 that is produced by the facility. Conventional
positive displacement gas compressors are assumed to be used for compression. Another option exists for
compression to take place at the PEC cell level, using an overpotential of 0.06 eV per atm to drive H2
production at elevated pressure.68 While we did not model this possibility, we acknowledge it as an area
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of future exploration. This would require maintaining cells and panels above atmospheric pressure, which
would involve trade-offs between the decreased energy requirements for gas compression and the higher
performance needs of the cell encapsulation materials. This approach may be feasible if solar
concentration were to be implemented, but would otherwise make the cell design significantly more
complex.
Analyzing the effective future role of an emerging energy technology is challenging due to the dynamic
nature of energy systems, which include supply and demand technologies that evolve and expand over
time. PEC technologies may compete against alternative H2 production methods including from natural
gas with CO2 capture and sequestration (CCS), coal with CCS, and electrolysis using renewable
electricity sources.	
  The facility modeled here is a very large unit intended for utility-scale production of
H2. It produces an annual average of 6.8 million Nm3 of H2 per day, considerably larger than the 1.5
million Nm3 per day scale that is typical of current major oil refineries.69 However, it is comparable in
energy output to large natural gas-, coal-fired or nuclear power plants, with typical sizes of 300-2000 MW
electrical output, and primary energy inputs roughly three times these values. Important work remains to
determine whether this scale of production is optimal, and to identify relevant scaling factors for PEC
facilities of varying size.	
  
The amount of H2 required to power all the light-duty vehicles in the U.S. is approximately 5,000 PJ yr-1
today, or the output of roughly 160 of the 1 GW facilities modeled here (see Supplementary Information
for details). As the fuel efficiency of hydrogen vehicles is anticipated to increase in future years, the
number of facilities required would fall to ~130 by 2050, even though the number of vehicle-miles
travelled would have increased ~40% under base case assumptions. The number of facilities required to
power the light-duty vehicle fleet would account for approximately 50% of U.S. hydrogen demand
assumed to total 60 Mt H2 yr-1 in our 2050 scenario. With cost-competitive H2 production and widespread
demand as a vehicle fuel, it is likely that utilization would expand to other parts of the transportation
system (especially trucks and buses) as well as industrial heating and some electricity generation.
Electricity inputs for facility operation have been assumed here to be grid electricity. Alternately, land
adjacent to the PEC facility could be used to produce PV electricity. This solution would elegantly match
the varying rate of H2 produced by PEC panels to the rate of PV electricity produced and used for gas
handling and compression. Assuming PV panels with 15% solar-to-electricity conversion efficiency,
roughly 2.7 km2 of PV collection area will be needed to produce the electricity used for operation of the
facility. Further assuming the same ratio of land area to panel area as the PEC panels, about 12 km2 of
land will be needed for the PV panels, an additional 6% to the total land area required. This estimate does
not consider possible mismatch between power generation characteristics of the PV panels and the load of
the facility equipment. However, since almost all electricity would be used during H2 production periods
(e.g., daytime), any mismatch would likely be small.
Our modeling suggests that in warm climates, the heating energy input needed to avoid freezing of
electrolyte is a relatively small portion of the operating energy budget. However, in cold locations,
heating energy can be a significant portion of the total energy production, and thus installation of facilities
there may not be advisable. For instance, Albuquerque, NM has a solar resource comparable to that of the
other locations analyzed here, but between 27% and 58% of energy produced at the site would be required
for heating during a typical year, given the same variation of parameters listed in Table S5. In order to
reduce overall heating energy input, one should first reduce the minimum safe operating temperature as
much as possible. For example, if substances that do not harm the operation of the device can be
introduced to the electrolyte, the freezing temperature of the electrolyte may be reduced, thus reducing the
required heating energy input. Following that, installing a low-emissivity coating on the window material
is helpful to reduce heating energy input. Installing insulation around the heating element may also be
useful, in colder climates, but this will increase energy input in warm climates because “free” heating of
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the device at near-freezing ambient conditions to offset low effective radiative sky temperatures is
prevented by the insulation. Incorporating some means of preventing the panels from freezing during
abnormally cold weather is advisable in all locations, given the necessity of ensuring device longevity to
enhance the facility’s net energy balance.
This modeling exercise is the first effort that we are aware of to estimate the net energy of large-scale
PEC H2 production. Previous net energy analyses have, however, been conducted on other energy
technologies. Fossil fuels typically have relatively high net energy, because they are concentrated stores
of energy that require comparatively little energy inputs to access and exploit. For example, the EROEI of
global petroleum production is about 17, while that of U.S. petroleum production is about 11.70 These
values are declining over time, as more accessible oil deposits are depleted and more remote deposits are
exploited; the EROEI of oil sands and ultra-deep-water oil production is less than 10. Technologies for
harnessing renewable energies typically have lower net energy performance, because renewable energy is
often more diffuse than fossil fuels, thus more extensive infrastructure is needed to capture and deliver a
unit of usable energy. Another important distinction is whether the delivered energy is in the form of
electricity or a storable fuel. This affects both how the energy can be used by society, as well as
methodological issues in comparing primary and derived energy sources (as discussed in Section 2.1).
Electricity production from PV has an EROEI of about 6, with a range from 3 to 10.71 The net energy of
ethanol, a renewable and storable fuel, is the subject of considerable debate. For example, Pimentel72
asserted that corn-based ethanol has an EROEI less than one, such that producing it consumes more
energy than it contains. Oliveira et al.,73 on the other hand, estimated the EROEI of U.S. corn-based
ethanol to range from 1.03 to 1.12, and that of Brazilian sugarcane-based ethanol to range from 3.1 to 3.9.
5. Conclusions
Large-scale harnessing and use of renewable energy sources will be increasingly important in the future,
to ensure sustainable energy resources and reduce climate impacts. Creating storable fuels from solar
energy is a way to overcome the inherent intermittency of solar radiation. Due to the diffuse nature of
solar energy flows, considerable infrastructure is needed to capture large quantities of solar energy.
Hydrogen production using PEC water splitting is one promising approach to harness solar energy and
convert it directly to a storable fuel.
We have conducted a preliminary engineering design of a hypothetical large-scale PEC H2 production
facility with an energy output equivalent to 1 GW annual average. We find that under base-case
conditions the energy payback time is 8.1 years, the energy return on energy invested (EROEI) is 1.7 and
the life-cycle primary energy balance over the projected service life of the facility is +500 PJ. The most
important system parameters affecting the net energy are the STH conversion efficiency and the service
life of the PEC cells. With STH efficiency of 20% and PEC cell life span of 20 years, an energy payback
time of around 3 years, and EROEI of around 3, may be obtained. Other important parameters include the
service life of the facility, and the energy intensity of cell materials and fabrication. Parameters associated
with the BOS of the facility, including construction and operation of the liquid and gas handling
infrastructure, play a smaller role.
Although this analysis is being performed at a very early stage, and involves many assumptions, it
provides key insights to the most impactful avenues for research in the area of solar fuels generation.
Many research needs have been identified by groups working in this field, all of which require significant
focus but may not, in the end, lead to technological improvements. Through this assessment we have
identified priority topics for further research, as these factors will be essential determinates of the
energetic effectiveness of eventual large-scale PEC solar energy technology.
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